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In this paper, a QR Code Identity Tag System designed for Turkish healthcare and served through the cloud is
presented. The system designed is a distributed information management system as the medical data objects are
geographically distributed over the system. The data objects are geographically distributed as they are placed on servers
closest to the geographical location where they are most frequently required. This enables that the data is always available
and the access is provided in minimum time. Additionally, to improve the performance the system employs Mobile Edge
Computing technology in the form of cloudlets. The simulation results show that system performance improves as the
number of cloudlets used increases and popularity threshold decreases.
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Introduction
This paper proposes a redundant hierarchical
approach to place the personal health record (PHR),
electronic health records (EHR), electronic medical
records (EMR), along with all necessary clinical data
in a cloud-based server system, where a cloud and
mobile edge computing (MEC) cloudlet technology is
employed to provide the infrastructural and data
center facilities necessary for storing and managing
all medical objects belonging to the QR Code Identity
Tag System.1
The main benefit of using clouds in healthcare is
provision of instant access to the service users, while
cloudlets enable improved privacy and reduced
latency, bandwidth, scalability, reliability, and energy
efficiency.2–14
Materials and Methods
Distributed cloud-based scheme presented in this
paper uses a layered approach towards distributing
and placing object in the system. A central cloud
holding every data object pertaining to the system is
used along with a set of servers that serve each major
geographical unit (district) of the country to which the
system belongs. Hierarchically speaking, these servers
are arranged in layers where each sub-district is below
the district level servers. These district level servers
are below the central server in the layered approach.
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Every lower layer requests the necessary records from
the layer above as and when needed.
The object placement works in the following
manner: each object, from a text report to the video
records of procedures, is initially paced in the central
cloud system. Whenever a request is received from a
client, the system takes the request and provides it
from the central cloud through the requesting node to
the client and increments its request count. Whenever
a request count for a particular record passes a certain
threshold, the requested object is copied to the server
below the current server holding the object, a step
nearer to the requesting node, until it finally and
eventually reaches the network edge, provided enough
requests for the same record have been made. This
way records used in a certain geographical location
get aggregated in servers serving those geographies.
Similarly, least recently used (LRU) data objects are
removed from the lower layers although the original
copy of the record on the central cloud is never
removed/ deleted.
Physical communication connections exist between
the servers of different layers. All connections are
duplex and hence can be used for bidirectional
communication. The network architecture used is
based on Red-HI. In Red-HI a node is connected to
exactly two nodes of the higher layer in the hierarchy;
the redundancy in Red-HI is that of links and not
bandwidth. This means that instead of doubling the
bandwidth to increase the link, the available
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bandwidth is divided among the two links. This gives
a higher degree of connectivity and it is a solution to
the bottleneck problem. This also provides continued
service provision in face of node/link failures.
The cloudlet is placed nearby the hospital/ region
and covers an area that can be accessed by authorized
users who can access the information of patients and
remotely follow their status.
The mobile traffic can be reduced from one to two
thirds by cashing the content at the core of the mobile
network. Popularity of the content can be used as a
parameter that helps the system decide on what
should be cashed at the edges of the network.
Increasing the probability of availability of content
requested at the edges, aids in maximizing the hit
probability of the content at the cache.9–12 Therefore,
in our architecture, the cloudlets follow the same
popularity scheme as the servers on the cloud.
The system proposed is scalable in that any number
of layers of servers can be added with minimum
modifications to the hardware. It can serve a system
of a few clinics, to a national health ministry
consisting of many large-scale hospital networks. The
system depicted in Fig. 1 is one where a dual layer
system is used.
Results and Discussion
This study investigates the performance of the
proposed system through simulations, developed
using the GPSS World simulation tool.15 The values
of the simulation parameters are given in Table 1.
The propagation delay of links is assumed to
follow a normal distribution. A mean of 0.07 s with
SD of 0.014 is assumed. With a rate as λ, the flow of
all the requests is modeled as a Poisson process. The
arrival rates of 0.05, 01, 0.15, and 0.2 are considered
for obtaining the simulation results.
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The service rates for the cloudlets are set to 15.
Our simulation model consists of an entry level
layer with 5 servers, intermediate level layer 1 with
4 servers, intermediate level layer 2 with 3 servers,
and a root level layer with 2 servers. This means that
our model consists of 4 cities, each city is divided into
5 districts. Moreover, the country is divided into
3 regions and the 2 main servers are located in the two
parts of the country.
There are 3 hospitals in each city district, so the
server located in each region is responsible for the
local hospitals and the cloudlets.
The proposed system is evaluated under the
6 scenarios:
Scenario 1: no cloudlets are allocated, popularity
threshold = 25.
Scenario 2: one cloudlet is allocated to each region,
popularity threshold = 25.
Scenario 3: one cloudlet is allocated to each hospital,
popularity threshold = 25.
Scenario 4: no cloudlets are allocated, popularity
threshold = 50.
Scenario 5: one cloudlet is allocated to each region,
popularity threshold = 50.
Scenario 6: one cloudlet is allocated to each hospital,
popularity threshold = 50.
Performance Measures

The evaluation of the system was performed in
terms of the following performance measures: Load,
Table 1 — Simulation parameters and their corresponding values
Request arrival rate

0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2 s-1

Popularity threshold
Storage size of an object
Bandwidth requirement of an object
Total number of objects

25, 50
0.5 GB
1 Mb/s
200

Fig. 1 — Cloud architecture
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Average Transmission Delay (ATD) and Blocking
Ratio (BR).
ATD is defined as follows:
ATD = Ds/ Ns

… (1)

where Ds is the total delay of successful requests
and Ns is the total number of successful requests.
BR is defined as follows:
BR = Nb/Nt

… (2)

where Nb is the total number of blocked (rejected)
requests and Nt is the total number of requests.

Load of the servers is provided by the simulation
tool.
Simulation Results

The simulation results of the system under the
6 scenarios are shown in Fig. 2, 3 and 4.
As could be seen in Figs. 2–4, the developed model
running under the Scenario 3 significantly
outperforms other 5 scenarios in terms of Load, ATD
and BR. This means that increasing the number of
cloudlets positively effects the performance of the
system, which is due to the caching at the cloudlets.

Fig. 2 — ATD versus arrival rate

Fig. 3 — BR versus arrival rate

Fig. 4 — Server ID versus Load with arrival rate of 0.1
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On the other hand, price of the system will rise as
number of cloudlets rises. Therefore, the decision on
the number of cloudlets to be used should be made
based on the financial resources available.
Moreover, the system performs better with
popularity threshold of 25. The performance is better
because popular data objects, that are objects that
reach a threshold of requested number of times, are
placed in location nearest to their destination, thus
reducing the transmission delay and the blocking
ratio.
To sum up, the best performance is achieved when
one cloudlet is assigned to each hospital and the
popularity threshold is assigned the value of 25.
Conclusions
An object placement technique is presented that
uses a popularity threshold to place the objects in the
distributed cloud-based system. The popularity
threshold of a particular object is updated every time a
request is made for that object. As the storage
constraints get stringent, Least Recently Used objects
marking the least popular objects are removed from
the densely populated servers/nodes. The removed
objects are always available in the central cloud.
Moreover, cloudlets were used in this architecture to
reduce the load on the cloud and to reduce the latency.
This study showed through simulations that
employing cloudlets and popularity threshold
improves the quality of service (QoS) of a networked
healthcare system by reducing the delay, reducing
load on the cloud, improving the connectivity, and
fault tolerance of the network.
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